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Banking The Hemp Market

 regulatory business customers risk management

Summary: When it comes to targeting businesses that offer hemp products,

things are shifting so bankers should be aware. A new farm bill legalizes hemp, but

there are still challenges out there for bankers.

Kantar research finds marketers are slowly evolving away from gender, but they still have a ways to go. For

instance, they found advertisements of baby, laundry and household cleaner products are 98% targeted to

female audiences, while motor oil brands are 71% targeted at male audiences. Obviously either gender can

buy any of these products, so depending on who shops that day, sales could be lost or found. This could be

interesting for banks too, as you rethink the buying process for your own products.

When it comes to targeting businesses that offer hemp products, things are also shifting, so bankers should be

aware. The Farm Bill that was signed into law in December 2018 essentially legalizes hemp throughout the US.

It paves the way for businesses to develop, market, and sell products, including cannabidiol (CBD) oil, that

were illegal until very recently. Those businesses will need bank accounts and new customer opportunity could

be there for some banks (but be sure to have tight BSA processes too). We offer interested banks some tips.

Ensure the business is legal. The 2018 Farm Bill exempts hemp from the laws that prohibit marijuana. The

two plants are related, and it's possible to squeeze a tiny amount of THC, marijuana's active ingredient, from

hemp so you need to be careful. The bill says it is unlawful to grow hemp without a federal license, or in a state

that lacks a plan for regulating hemp.

Understand the regulations. States can create regulatory and monitoring plans and submit these to the

Secretary of Agriculture. If they don't, or if the Secretary of Agriculture rejects the plan, hemp-related firms will

have to do business under whatever regulatory framework the Secretary of Agriculture develops.

Notice that most of the preceding paragraph is in the future tense. As of this writing, there are no

federal, state, or tribal plans, permits, or regulations -- not yet, anyway. The law doesn't address this apparent

gap.

Take extra precautions. Even if you're satisfied that a customer's hemp business is legal, you may still

decide to treat the client as high risk under enhanced due diligence (EDD) for BSA and therefore subject to

additional due diligence. As with all high-risk customers, you'll need to understand the business and monitor its

transactions for hints of unlawful activity.

Expand diligence sphere. In addition to your standard diligence, you should ask hemp-related businesses

extra questions. Find out things like whether they have a state or federal government issued license; whether

the producer has a period of ineligibility; any unusual circumstances; the firm's current status; whether they

have ever been denied a license or been subject to a corrective action plan and any violations, steps for

remediation, and the firm's current status.

Ask the customer to help you. You'll also want a written agreement saying that the client will update you on

licensing information and tell you right away if they are ever in violation of licensing or regulatory rules. In the
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spirit of "trust but verify," you should also subscribe to any law-enforcement information regarding licensing

status and confirmed violations.

Finally, good luck to all of those banks seeking to grow hemp businesses in their loan and deposit portfolios.
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